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The complexity of the standard hierarchy of quantum chemistry methods is not invariant to the choice of representa-
tion. This work explores how the scaling of common quantum chemistry methods can be reduced using real-space,
momentum-space, and time-dependent intermediate representations without introducing approximations. We find
the scalings of exact Gaussian basis Hartree–Fock theory, second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory, and cou-
pled cluster theory (specifically, linearized coupled cluster doubles and the distinguishable cluster approximation
with doubles) to be (푁3), (푁3), and (푁5) respectively, where 푁 denotes system size. These scalings are not
asymptotic and hold over all ranges of푁 .
I. INTRODUCTION
A great deal of progress in quantum chemistry comes from
introducing approximations, for instance, to the structure of
the wavefunction. For the conventional ladder of quantum
chemistry methods (i.e., mean-field theory, perturbation the-
ory, coupled cluster theory, etc.) such approximations lead
to significant reductions in cost relative to the formal scal-
ing of the methods. For example, within a Gaussian basis,
the exact scaling of Hartree–Fock theory (HF), second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2), and coupled clus-
ter theory with (singles and) doubles (CC(S)D), is commonly
accepted to be (푁4), (푁5), and (푁6), respectively, as
a function of system size, 푁 . However, by assuming local-
ity in the wavefunction solutions, one can reduce the scal-
ing of these methods to(푁)1–8. Similarly, tensor factoriza-
tion (i.e., density fitting, Cholesky decomposition, orbital-
specific corrections and pair natural orbitals, tensor hyper-
contraction, etc.)9–16 and stochastic methods17–20 can yield
reduced costs under different sets of assumptions and guar-
antees. For example, factorization methods exploit low-rank
in either the solutions or the Hamiltonian, while stochastic
methods exchange a deterministic guarantee of error for a
probabilistic guarantee of variance.
In this short note, we will be concerned with an alternate
strategy to reduce the cost of quantum chemistry methods.
In particular, we will examine how we can change the com-
plexity of a method simply by changing the underlying in-
termediate representations. While the choices of representa-
tions and approximations are commonly considered together,
here we draw a distinction between the complexity lowering
achieved through representation and that achieved through
approximation. This is because changing representation does
not itself introduce assumptions into the structure of the solu-
tions, and in this sense, keeps the methods exact. To illustrate
succinctly how representations yield a change in complexity
while preserving exactness, consider the electronic Hamilto-
nian in three different bases: a general orbital basis, a plane-
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wave basis, and a real-space basis such as a grid,
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Each representation is exact in the sense that no system-
specific structure in the matrix elements is assumed, but the
number of elements is (푁4), (푁3), and (푁2), respec-
tively, without further approximations.
Using similar ideas, we will explore how a choice of repre-
sentation affects the standard hierarchy of electronic structure
methods. Assuming Coulombic interactions between par-
ticles, we find that the exact scaling of common Gaussian
basis methods is (푁3) for Hartree–Fock, (푁3) for MP2,(푁5) for linearized coupled cluster doubles21,22 (LCCD),
and(푁5) for the distinguishable cluster approximationwith
doubles23 (DCD). These scalings are not asymptotic but hold
over any range of the system size, 푁 . To reveal these scal-
ings, we employ real-space, momentum-space, and time-
dependent intermediate representations. None of these inter-
mediate representations are new, and many elements of our
arguments are well known from the approximation literature.
However, we will cleanly draw a line between the mathemati-
cal operations that retain exactness of the methods, and those
that introduce assumptions into the solutions. In this way, the
scalings we derive are clearly free from approximation.
II. HARTREE–FOCK THEORY
As a warmup exercise to see how our results arise, con-
sider the Hartree–Fock exchange energy. The conventional(푁4) scaling of exact Hartree–Fock arises from the evalua-
tion of all(푁4) electron repulsion integrals, which are sub-
sequently contracted into the one-particle density matrix, 훾 .
However, at a more basic level, the Hartree–Fock exchange
energy is simply a double integral,
퐸HF = ∫ ∫
|훾(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ)|2|퐫ퟏ − 퐫ퟐ| 푑퐫ퟏ 푑퐫ퟐ. (4)
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2Given the integrand, this integral can be “exactly” evaluated
by quadrature with (푁2) cost, regardless of the form of
훾 . To obtain the integrand, we must evaluate 훾 (here ex-
panded in a Gaussian basis) at the coordinates, (퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ). From
훾(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) =
∑
푖 휙
∗
푖 (퐫ퟏ)휙푖(퐫ퟐ), we see that this carries (푁3)cost; thus the full cost of evaluating the exchange energy is(푁3).
We can also consider the cost of obtaining the Hartree–
Fock solution. Hartree–Fock theory is a variational theory,
and we can use the cost of evaluating the Lagrangian deriva-
tive as a proxy for the cost of solving the equations. Since
the Lagrangian is an algebraic function of the variational pa-
rameters in the density matrix, the rules of adjoint differen-
tiation24 dictate that the cost of the derivative is also (푁3).
Thus solving the Hartree–Fock equations (for a fixed number
of derivative steps) is also (푁3) cost.
The (푁3) scaling of Hartree–Fock is certainly not a new
result: it was already well-known from work on pseudo-
spectral (PS) methods25–27. The above exercise merely em-
phasizes that the (푁3) scaling does not arise from any ap-
proximations, but only from the intermediate representation.
Thus it describes the complexity of the exact method.
III. SECOND-ORDER MØLLER–PLESSET
PERTURBATION THEORY
Second-orderMøller–Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) is
perhaps the simplest route to including electron correlation
effects. The conventional (푁5) formal scaling arises from
the atomic orbital to molecular orbital integral transforma-
tion necessary to evaluate the MP2 energy in a canonical ba-
sis. In Ref. 28, Kresse et al. showed that the algorithm could
be exactly reformulated through a choice of representation to
have only quartic scaling28. Here we show that the scaling of
exact MP2 can be further reduced to (푁3).
Our treatment of MP2 resembles that of HF in Section II in
that we first express the MP2 energy as a multi-dimensional
integral. We employ the time-dependent (i.e., Laplace trans-
form29) representation of theMP2 energy, which rewrites the
energy as an integral over space and imaginary time. The
Laplace transform is a common component of reduced scal-
ing MP2 methods especially in conjunction with local ap-
proximations4, but here we emphasize that by itself it only
corresponds to a choice of representation. Real-space repre-
sentations of theMP2 energy have also been studied30,31, and
these are related to expressions found in the tensor hypercon-
traction literature via the latter’s connection to quadrature16.
As a single space-time integral, the two components of the
MP2 energy, termed direct (MP2-J) and exchange (MP2-K),
are
퐸MP2-J = 2∫ 푔표(퐫ퟏ, 퐫′ퟏ, 휏)푔표(퐫ퟐ, 퐫′ퟐ, 휏)푔푣(퐫′ퟏ, 퐫ퟏ, 휏)×
푔푣(퐫′ퟐ, 퐫ퟐ, 휏)푣(|퐫ퟏ − 퐫ퟐ|)푣(|퐫′ퟏ − 퐫′ퟐ|) 푑퐑 푑휏 (5)
퐸MP2-K = −∫ 푔표(퐫ퟏ, 퐫′ퟐ, 휏)푔표(퐫ퟐ, 퐫′ퟏ, 휏)푔푣(퐫′ퟏ, 퐫ퟏ, 휏)×
푔푣(퐫′ퟐ, 퐫ퟐ, 휏)푣(|퐫ퟏ − 퐫ퟐ|)푣(|퐫′ퟏ − 퐫′ퟐ|) 푑퐑 푑휏, (6)
where 푑R denotes an integration over all spatial coordinates,
푣(|퐫 − 퐫′|) is the Coulomb operator, and 푔표(퐫, 퐫′, 휏) and
푔푣(퐫, 퐫′, 휏) are occupied and virtual Green’s functions, re-spectively, defined as
푔표(퐫, 퐫′, 휏) =
∑
푖
휙∗푖 (퐫)휙푖(퐫
′)푒−휖푖휏 (7)
푔푣(퐫, 퐫′, 휏) =
∑
푎
휙∗푎(퐫)휙푎(퐫
′)푒휖푎휏 . (8)
To obtain the appropriate scaling of the algorithm, it is neces-
sary to treat the convolution integrals with the Coulomb oper-
ator in special way. Within the Fourier representation, using
a uniformmesh in real andmomentum space, the well-known
result is that the Coulomb potential, 퐽 (퐫′), corresponding to
a charge distribution, 휌(퐫),
퐽 (퐫′) = ∫ 휌(퐫)|퐫 − 퐫′| 푑퐫 = (2휋)−3 ∫ 4휋퐺2 휌(퐆)푒−푖퐆⋅퐫′ 푑퐆,
(9)
can be computed using the Fast Fourier transform with(푁 log푁) cost, which we will consider (푁) for simplic-
ity. Errors due to periodic images can either be thought of
as arising from the limits of integration in the quadrature, or
can be eliminated by truncating the Coulomb operator32,33.
Alternatively, one can compute the Coulomb potential on un-
structured grids by solving the real-space Poisson equation
with (푁) cost34.
In either case, assuming that the Coulomb operator can be
applied at (푁) cost, and assuming that the Green’s func-
tions have been formed (which requires the same (푁3) op-
eration for both MP2 components), we can break down the
evaluation of the MP2-J expression into the following steps:
푓 (퐫, 퐫′, 휏) = 푔표(퐫, 퐫′, 휏)푔푣(퐫′, 퐫, 휏) (10)
퐹 (퐫′, 퐫′′, 휏) = ∫ 푓 (퐫, 퐫′, 휏)푣(|퐫 − 퐫′′|) 푑퐫 (11)
퐸MP2-J = 2∫ 퐹 (퐫′, 퐫′′, 휏)퐹 (퐫′′, 퐫′, 휏) 푑퐑 푑휏. (12)
In the first step, the two pairs of occupied and virtual Green’s
functions that depend on the same real-space indices are com-
bined at (푁2) cost, while the second step scales as (푁2)
because it involves application of the Coulomb operator at
every point 퐫′. Finally, the energy evaluation is a double in-
tegral and is thus of(푁2) cost. Note that the latter result in-
dicates that certain variants of MP2, such as scaled opposite-
spin MP235, have an exact complexity of (푁2) (aside from
the formation of the Green’s functions).
The complexity of the MP2-K expression can be deter-
mined in a similar way. We group the expressions as follows:
퐺(퐫′ퟏ, 퐫
′
ퟐ, 휏) = ∫ 푑퐫ퟐ
[
∫ 푑퐫ퟏ
(
푔표(퐫ퟏ, 퐫′ퟐ, 휏)푔푣(퐫
′
ퟏ, 퐫ퟏ, 휏)×
푣(|퐫ퟏ − 퐫ퟐ|))푔표(퐫ퟐ, 퐫′ퟏ, 휏)푔푣(퐫′ퟐ, 퐫ퟐ, 휏)] (13)
퐸MP2-K = −∫ 퐺(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ, 휏)푣(|퐫ퟏ − 퐫ퟐ|) 푑퐑 푑휏. (14)
With MP2-K, the four Green’s functions have unique pairs of
indices and cannot be straightforwardly combined as inMP2-
J. The first step above is the most expensive, as the convolu-
tion integral ((푁) cost) is carried out for the(푁2) pairs of
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FIG. 1. Scaling for MP2-J (bottom) and MP2-K (top) within our
pilot (푁3 log푁)MP2 implementation. The circles correspond to
cubic grids with a length that is a factor of 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, or 13, while
the triangles correspond to prime number or non-ideal lengths.
grid points. Thus the entire MP2 energy can be determined
at (푁3) cost.
As a simple numerical demonstration of this algorithm,
we have implemented an elementary cubic-scaling MP2 us-
ing the PYSCF programming framework36. We start from
the integral expressions in Eqs. (5) and (6) and build the in-
termediates in Eqs. (7)–(14) on a uniform cubic grid. The
Coulomb operator is applied using a three-dimensional Fast
Fourier transform. Instead of the scaling with system size,
we here carry out the simpler test of scaling with respect to
the number of cubic grid points, which for fixed accuracy is
proportional to system size. For the cubic diamond primitive
cell (lattice constant of 6.74 Bohr, GTH-SZV basis set37 and
GTH LDA pseudopotential38), the timings and scalings are
shown in Figure 1 for a single Laplace point evaluation. We
see clearly that the MP2-J algorithm scales close to quadrat-
ically with the number of grid points (its formal scaling in
the implementation is(푁2 log푁)), while the MP2-K algo-
rithm scales close to cubically with the number of grid points.
The cubic scaling and conventional evaluation of the Laplace
transform MP2 energy agree to 12 significant figures.
IV. COUPLED CLUSTER THEORY
The above general arguments can be repeated to derive
lower formal complexities for a variety of different quantum
chemistry methods. Here we will briefly outline how they
can be extended to several coupled cluster approximations.
Unlike inMP2, the coupled cluster amplitudes are not known
explicitly but must be determined by solving the amplitude
equations. For simplicity, we will discuss only the case of
CCD (the singles contribution is subleading in complexity),
where the 푡2 amplitude is the four index tensor 푡푎푏푖푗 . Conven-
tionally, the cost of CCD is considered to be(푁6). Here we
show that certain subsets of diagrams that have (푁6) cost
(the LCCD and DCD subsets) can be reduced to (푁5) cost
without assuming any structure in the amplitudes. A similar
asymptotic scaling in a plane-wave basis, using a tensor hy-
percontraction approximation for the integrals but also with-
out assuming structure in the amplitudes, has recently been
reported in Ref. 39. Our analysis is related to that in Ref. 39,
but illustrates that the (푁5) scaling is an exact, rather than
asymptotic, result.
The coupled cluster doubles correlation energy is given by
the trace of the amplitudes with the integrals in Eq. (1) (as-
suming spin orbitals),
퐸CCD =
1
4
∑
푖푗푎푏
푡푎푏푖푗 푣푖푗푎푏
= 1
4 ∫ 푡(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ, 퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ)푣(|퐫ퟏ − 퐫ퟐ|) 푑퐫ퟏ 푑퐫ퟐ, (15)
where the real space amplitude is defined as
푡(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ, 퐫′ퟏ, 퐫
′
ퟐ) =
∑
푖푗푎푏
푡푎푏푖푗 [휙
∗
푖 (퐫ퟏ)휙
∗
푗 (퐫ퟐ)휙푎(퐫
′
ퟏ)휙푏(퐫
′
ퟐ)
− 휙∗푖 (퐫ퟏ)휙
∗
푗 (퐫ퟐ)휙푏(퐫
′
ퟏ)휙푎(퐫
′
ퟐ)]. (16)
The coupled cluster energy is a double integral and thus given
the real-space amplitudes, requires (푁2) cost. However,
the amplitude equations do not define the amplitudes in this
form, and the transformation from the orbital basis to real-
space is of (푁5) cost. Thus the exact cost to evaluate the
coupled cluster energy is (푁5), without further assump-
tions.
The CCD amplitude equations40 are conveniently pre-
sented in diagrammatic form in Figure 2. Above each dia-
gram, we give the scaling of each term. Like the above ar-
gument for the energy, we can transform the indices of each
amplitude into the real-space representation as needed to ap-
ply the Coulomb operator, before transforming back into the
orbital basis. This change of representation reduces the com-
plexity of nine of the 20 terms from (푁6) to (푁5). These
reductions are also indicated in Figure 2. According to the
diagrams, LCCD corresponds to the first nine terms, while
DCD corresponds to LCCD, plus the three other terms whose
scaling is reduced from (푁6) to (푁5) (D3푏, D3푏푥1, andD3푏푥2), plus the last four(푁5) terms. Thus the exact cost todetermine the amplitudes in either LCCD or DCD is (푁5).
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퐶퐷
⟨퐴퐵|푣̂|퐶퐷⟩푡퐶퐷퐼퐽
1
2
∑
퐶퐷
∫ 퐴(퐫ퟏ)퐵(퐫ퟐ)푣(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ)퐶(퐫ퟏ)퐷(퐫ퟐ)푡퐶퐷퐼퐽 푑퐫ퟏ 푑퐫ퟐ
푡 퐷퐼퐽 (퐫ퟏ) =
∑
퐶
퐶(퐫ퟏ)푡퐶퐷퐼퐽 푡퐼퐽 (퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) =
∑
퐷
퐷(퐫ퟐ)푡 퐷퐼퐽 (퐫ퟏ)
푇퐼퐽 (퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) = 푡퐼퐽 (퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ)푣(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) (17)
푇퐴퐼퐽 (퐫ퟐ) = ∫ 퐴(퐫ퟏ)푇퐼퐽 (퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) 푑퐫ퟏ
푇퐴퐵퐼퐽 =
1
2 ∫ 퐵(퐫ퟐ)푇퐴퐼퐽 (퐫ퟐ) 푑퐫ퟐ
The nine diagrams with reduced complexity can be grouped
into three separate types: 1) D2푐 , D2푑 , D2푒푥2, and D2푒푥3, 2)D2푒 and D2푒푥1, and 3) D3푏, D3푏푥1, and D3푏푥2. The type 1
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FIG. 2. Spin-summed CCD amplitude equation diagrams. The cost of diagrams associated with a single scaling is unchanged when using
a real-space intermediate representation, while those with arrows experience scaling reduction (i.e., the scaling of term D2푐 is reduced from(푁6) to (푁5)).
terms contain a single 푡2 amplitude, with the contraction in-dices corresponding to different electron coordinates (i.e., 퐫ퟏand 퐫ퟐ), while the type 2 terms contain a single 푡2 ampli-tude, with the contraction indices corresponding to the same
electron coordinate (i.e., either both 퐫ퟏ or both 퐫ퟐ). The type3 terms, despite containing a pair of 푡2 amplitudes, can beevaluated in(푁5) time because the contraction indices con-
tained in each amplitude correspond to the same electron
coordinate. To illustrate the scaling reduction for the three
aforementioned types, we take a single term from each case
and define appropriate intermediates in Eqs. 17–19, where
Eq. 17 corresponds to diagram D2푐 , Eq. 18 corresponds todiagram D2푒, and Eq. 19 corresponds to diagram D3푏.
2
∑
퐾퐶
⟨퐾퐵|푣̂|퐶퐽 ⟩푡퐴퐶퐼퐾
2
∑
퐾퐶
∫ 퐾(퐫ퟏ)퐵(퐫ퟐ)푣(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ)퐶(퐫ퟏ)퐽 (퐫ퟐ)푡퐴퐶퐼퐾 푑퐫ퟏ 푑퐫ퟐ
푡퐴퐶퐼 (퐫ퟏ) =
∑
퐾
퐾(퐫ퟏ)푡퐴퐶퐼퐾 푡
퐴
퐼 (퐫ퟏ) =
∑
퐶
퐶(퐫ퟏ)푡퐴퐶퐼 (퐫ퟏ)
푇퐴퐼 (퐫ퟐ) = ∫ 푡퐴퐼 (퐫ퟏ)푣(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) 푑퐫ퟏ (18)
푇퐴퐵퐼퐽 = 2∫ 퐵(퐫ퟐ)퐽 (퐫ퟐ)푇퐴퐼 (퐫ퟐ) 푑퐫ퟐ
In order to clarify the reduction in scaling, we will walk
through the derivation for the D2푐 term. In a Gaussian basis,it is evident that this term scales as (푁6). After rewriting
the integral in its real-space form, the contractions over C and
D each require(푁5) time, since the former involves four or-
bital indices and one real-space index, and the latter involves
three orbital indices and two real-space indices. Then, the
result is multiplied by the Coulomb operator in real space, at(푁4) cost. The next step is similar to that shown in Equa-
tion 9, and scales as (푁3), while the final step is again(푁5). Thus, the scaling for a term that is conventionally(푁6) can be exactly reduced to (푁5).
2
∑
퐾퐿퐶퐷
⟨퐾퐿|푣̂|퐶퐷⟩푡퐴퐶퐼퐾 푡퐷퐵퐿퐽
2
∑
퐾퐿퐶퐷
∫ 퐾(퐫ퟏ)퐿(퐫ퟐ)푣(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ)퐶(퐫ퟏ)퐷(퐫ퟐ)푡퐴퐶퐼퐾 푡퐷퐵퐿퐽 푑퐫ퟏ 푑퐫ퟐ
푡퐴퐶퐼 (퐫ퟏ) =
∑
퐾
퐾(퐫ퟏ)푡퐴퐶퐼퐾 푡
퐴
퐼 (퐫ퟏ) =
∑
퐶
퐶(퐫ퟏ)푡퐴퐶퐼 (퐫ퟏ)
푡퐷퐵퐽 (퐫ퟐ) =
∑
퐿
퐿(퐫ퟐ)푡퐷퐵퐿퐽 푡
퐵
퐽 (퐫ퟐ) =
∑
퐷
퐷(퐫ퟐ)푡퐷퐵퐽 (퐫ퟐ)
푇퐴퐼 (퐫ퟐ) = ∫ 푡퐴퐼 (퐫ퟏ)푣(퐫ퟏ, 퐫ퟐ) 푑퐫ퟏ (19)
푇퐴퐵퐼퐽 = 2∫ 푡퐵퐽 (퐫ퟐ)푇퐴퐼 (퐫ퟐ) 푑퐫ퟐ
V. ALTERNATE REPRESENTATIONS
In our above arguments, we reduced the exact scalings of
quantum chemistry methods by combining several different
5representations. In all three methods (HF, MP2, CC), we
used a real-space intermediate representation. We obtained
additional cost reductions from the Fourier representation of
the Coulomb operator, while the MP2 algorithm also used
a time-dependent representation. These intermediate repre-
sentations are not the only ones that lead to reduced scalings,
and other choices may lead to lower computational prefac-
tors. For example, if we allow for a polylogarithmic depen-
dence of computational cost on a threshold error 휖, then we
can regard atomic orbital bases as a form of exponentially
localized real-space basis. This is the standard argument for
atomic orbital screening, but here we are interested only in
the reduction in complexity that can be achieved without as-
suming locality in the wavefunction or by cutting off alge-
braically decaying quantities41,42. Within this sense of re-
taining the exactness of the method, as long as we also use a
scheme to apply the Coulomb operator with (푁) cost, one
recovers the same complexities we have derived above, for
systems on length scales larger than the atomic orbital size.
One way to apply the Coulomb operator in a fast scheme
is to use a mixed basis and grid representation, as is com-
monly done in mixed Gaussian and plane-wave implemen-
tations32,43–45 where the Coulomb operator is applied, as
above, in the Fourier representation. As an explicit exam-
ple, we outline how to evaluate the MP2-J term using this
idea as well as an atomic orbital representation. Here we
use the standard Roman and Greek symbols for molecular
orbitals and atomic orbitals respectively, with the molecular
orbitals expanded as 휙푝(퐫) = ∑휇 퐶휇푝휇(퐫). Contributions ofatomic orbital products 휇(퐫)휈(퐫) will be assumed screened if||휇휈|| < 휖, and screened pairs will be indicated by the sym-
bol ⟨휇휈⟩. Starting with the atomic orbital Laplace transform
expression for MP2-J,
퐸MP2-J = 2∫
∑
휇′휈′휎′휆′
∑
휇휈휎휆
(휇′휈′|휎′휆′)(휈휇|휆휎)×
푔휇′휇푔휎′휎 푔̄휈′휈 푔̄휆′휆 푑휏, (20)
with the atomic orbital Green’s functions (that require(푁3)
time to compute) defined as
푔휇′휇(휏) =
∑
푖
퐶휇′푖퐶휇푖푒
−휖푖휏 (21)
푔̄휈′휈(휏) =
∑
푎
퐶휈′푎퐶휈푎푒
휖푎휏 , (22)
it is possible to formulate a series of steps to evaluate Eq. (20)
where the cost is no greater than (푁3). The first three in-
termediates require (푁3) cost,
휌휇(퐫, 휏) =
∑
휇′
휇′(퐫)푔휇′휇(휏) (23)
ℎ⟨휇휈⟩(퐫, 휏) = ∫ 휌휇(퐫′)휌휈(퐫′)푣(|퐫 − 퐫′|) 푑퐫′ (24)
ℎ⟨휇휈⟩⟨휎′휆′⟩(휏) = ∫ ℎ⟨휇휈⟩(퐫, 휏)⟨휎′휆′⟩(퐫) 푑퐫, (25)
(26)
and the final energy evaluation,
퐸MP2-J = 2∫
∑
⟨휎′휆′⟩,⟨휇휈⟩ℎ⟨휇휈⟩⟨휎′휆′⟩(휏)ℎ⟨휆′휎′⟩⟨휈휇⟩(휏) 푑휏,
(27)
is (푁2) cost. Note that there are additional cubic steps in
the evaluation of the MP2-J term compared to the quadrature
implementation, because in the case of quadrature the cubic
cost is confined to the formation of the Green’s functions at
the beginning of the algorithm, while here the cubic cost is
delayed until quantities are placed on the grid. However, it is
clear that by using a mixture of atomic orbitals and quadra-
ture, the overall prefactor is greatly reduced, as typically the
number of atomic orbitals required in the “function” quadra-
ture is much less than the number of grid points required for
numerical quadrature. Although the above algorithmwill ex-
hibit cubic scaling on length scales determined only by the
atomic orbitals rather than the locality of the wavefunction,
the use of diffuse functions will prevent the onset of this scal-
ing until larger systems. In such a case, alternative represen-
tations may prove useful, and this is a topic of future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, the present work re-examines the exact scal-
ing of several traditional quantum chemistry methods. We
find that the freedom of choice of intermediates means that
HF and MP2 can be reduced to cubic scaling, and variants
of coupled cluster such as linearized coupled cluster doubles
(LCCD) and the distinguishable cluster approximation with
doubles (DCD) may be reduced to (푁5) scaling. These are
scalings of the exactmethods in the sense that no assumptions
are made about the forms of the solutions. The exact scal-
ings that we describe encourage a modified perspective on
several topics. For example, they lead to a different organi-
zation of the correlation hierarchy, where the complexity gap
between density functional methods46 and traditional wave-
function methods is eliminated. They also suggest a new way
to classify diagrams in coupled cluster theory47 that may lead
to new correlation approximations. Finally, given that the
exact scalings are lower than that of many current approx-
imate methods, substantial further reductions in cost can be
obtained in practice by combining the ideas here with the rich
existing set of techniques used to define approximate quan-
tum chemistry methods.
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